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 In recent years, the Bangla language has come out as a very prominent figure 

in the world of natural language processing. Many researchers have produced 

exemplary works on the language, but there has not been any notable work on 

its highly enriched dialects due to the lack of resources and the diversity and 

complexity in its grammatical structure. This paper has suggested a 

bidirectional conversion system for one of the most widely used dialects of 

Bangla; the Chittagonian dialect. Our method employs a bidirectional lexicon 

that uses binary search, word-to-word mapping, and morphological 

transformations. The system has achieved an accuracy rate of 95.86% for 

Chittagonian to standard Bangla and 93.89% in the case of standard Bangla to 

Chittagonian. We have also provided an efficient word suggestion module, 

and it has yielded satisfactory results. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Chittagonian is one of the major dialects of the Bangla language, broadly spoken as the sole language 

in Bangladesh's south-eastern region. It is the most difficult dialect for non-native standard Bangla speakers to 

understand due to its abundance of words and phrases. Ventures such as negotiating deals and obtaining lodging 

can be challenging at times. Hence, this enriched and historical dialect of Bangla language is losing speakers 

regularly. So far, the conversion of the Chittagonian dialect has received relatively little attention. In this paper, 

we have suggested a bidirectional conversion system for one of the most widely used dialects of Bangla; the 

Chittagonian dialect. We have built a bidirectional dictionary to map the standard Bangla words with 

Chittagonian words and vice-versa. If word-to-word mapping provides an invalid translation, the system moves 

to morphological transformation. Each token is divided into a root and a suffix, and the root term is mapped 

accordingly. We have developed suitable rules to find the correct suffix for the standard Bangla root words. 

Since people often spell the same word in different ways, we have also introduced a word suggestion module. 

We have obtained the list of suggestions using double metaphone encoding [1]-[3] since the encoding can 

produce multiple encodings for the same word with different pronunciations, Jaro-Winkler similarity algorithm 

[4], [5] since the algorithm gives higher accuracy in multi-byte Bangla characters than other similar algorithms 

and (K-nearest neighbors) K-NN since it gives higher accuracy in suggesting closest Bangla words [6]. The 

double metaphone encoding method has been used to encode the input into corresponding English letters, the 

Jaro-Winkler similarity algorithm compares the encodings to determine similarities, and K-NN generates 

suggestions based on the nearest matches. 
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Chittagonian is a vastly used but highly regional dialect. As a result, it is considerably hard for non-

native speakers to understand which, creates a hindrance in communication. In the long term, this might lead 

to the dialect's extinction. A standard language does streamline the official and economic procedures but, it can 

also have a long-term impact on the language treasury. These concerns have motivated us to develop a proper 

bidirectional dialect converter for the Chittagonian dialect which, can help mitigate these issues. The 

contributions of the proposed work are as: i) a digital and structured Chittagonian dataset; ii) a collection of 

grammatical rules of the dialect; iii) an efficient bidirectional translator with word suggestions module.  

Section 2 provides a brief overview of various works on conversion approaches, section 3 explains the proposed 

system and provides an extensive explanation of our work, including the algorithms. Section 4 contains the 

study findings and performance analysis, while section 5 ends the paper with its shortcomings and future work. 

As the work done on a conversion system for any dialect for the Bangla language is minimum, we 

have studied the approaches taken by researchers for other languages. The study performed by Arpita Goswami 

on the Sylheti grammar in 2021 has helped us understand the Chittagonian grammar [7]. Due to the limited 

work available on Bangla language conversion, we have studied the procedures taken by researchers of other 

major languages. Such as the converter suggested by Singh and Singh [8] in 2015 to convert the Punjabi dialect 

by adopting a rule-based approach and a bilingual dictionary and the recommended system by K and Devi [9] 

in 2014 for a converter of indigenous Tamil text to standard Tamil text by employing finite state transducers, 

which produced an efficiency of 85%. Some significant works have also been performed on the Arabic 

language. Al-Gaphai and Yadoumi [10] suggested a rule-based approach in their 2012 paper that produced a 

veracity of 77.32% while working with 9386 words. In 2008, Bakr and Ziedan [11] suggested a hybrid method 

to convert to Modern Standard Arabic from Egyptian colloquial. They adopted tokenization and parts of speech 

(POS) tagging to enhance the performance of the model. Their suggested method achieved a precision of 88%. 

Chowdhury [12] proposed a POS tagging method for Bangla to English machine translation. For the conversion 

system, he used tag vectors and a collection of grammar rules. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD  

In this section, we have illustrated the outline and development methodology of our proposed system. 

 

2.1.  Dataset collection and corpus study 

Although being enriched in vocabulary, ethnic music, and folklore, literary works of Chittagonian 

dialect are nominal in traditional written format, especially in digital format. For our system, we needed a 

bilingual dictionary dataset. Digital records being insufficient, we built our glossary with the help of the book 

[13]. The book has remained our primary source of data containing 1000 complete sentences examples and 

8,500 Chittagonian words along with their corresponding Bangla translations. The secondary sources of the 

Chittagonian words and equivalent Bangla words are renowned Bangladeshi national newspapers, social media 

posts, and voluntary comments. 

The dictionary dataset has three columns: Chittagonian word, standard Bangla word, and POS 

collected from different sources and some are manually annotated by the authors). To achieve better 

performance, we have divided the entire dataset into sub-datasets based on the first character of each 

Chittagonian word rather than keeping the glossary as a single entity. Thus allowing the system to read the 

dataset like a physical dictionary as a human would. The system uses the decimal code which is a simple integer 

ASCII value of the first Bangla Unicode character to hash/index the sub-dataset. A short snippet of the sample 

sub-datasets is displayed in Table 1. It shows that the sub-dataset of the character 'ক' is indexed at 2453 which 

is the character decimal code (ASCII value) of 'ক'. 
 

 

Table 1. Sample of dictionary dataset 
Index: 2453 

Chittagonian Standard Bangla POS 

কইলা কয়লা বিশেষ 

কাশলা কাশলা বিশেষণ 

ককঅন ককমন ক্রিয়ািাচক বিশেষণ 

 

 

Each sub-dataset is then sorted alphabetically in ascending order based on the Chittagonian column. 

The sorting is mandatory for binary search [14] to work precisely. The precision and the swiftness of the system 

rely heavily on the dataset. We have further improved the dataset by removing extra whitespaces, recurring 

entries, and anomalies and making the dataset as adequate as possible. Currently, the dataset includes 20,101 

unique entries for word-to-word mapping, and for rule generation 5,010 complete Chittagonian sentences. To 
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test the system’s accuracy and performance, the dataset has 2,230 independent Chittagonian sentences. For the 

standard Bangla to Chittagonian translation module, the same dataset has been used with minor modifications. 

In this case, the dataset is split and indexed depending on the first character of the standard Bangla column 

entries. Each sub-dataset is sorted by the standard Bangla column. 

 

2.2.  Translation methodologies 

Our system uses the word-to-word mapping method as the primary source for transforming the 

provided input. In this study, we have presented a tangible method to convert the Chittagonian dialect to 

standard Bangla. We have also implemented the reverse conversion of standard Bangla to Chittagonian. Our 

system uses tokenization, word-to-word mapping, and a rule-based approach for both conversion purposes. We 

will be discussing the process of conversion from Chittagonian to standard Bangla in detail, followed by the 

reverse translation process. 

 

2.2.1. Tokenization 

Tokenization involves breaking down the input paragraph into sentences first. Then, they are broken 

into individual words or tokens. These tokens are used further down the process. For example, the sentence 

'দুন্নাইত তার ককঅয় ন আবিল' is split into 'দুন্নাইত', 'তার', 'ককঅয়', 'ন', 'আবিল'. These tokens are then passed through to 

the subsequent phases of the system. 

 

2.2.2. Rule-based negation handling 

From our observation, we have found out in most cases for negative Chittagonian sentences, the 

negative word 'ন' precedes the verb (ক্রিয়া) whereas it follows the verb in standard Bangla. From the 

aforementioned example 'দুন্নাইত তার ককঅয় ন আবিল', we can see that the negative word 'ন' comes before the verb 

while in standard Bangla sentence 'দুবনয়াশত তার ককহই বিল না', the negative word 'না' sits after the verb, like so in 

Figure 1. We have established this as a general rule of thumb and reformed the negative sentences by swapping 

the negative word with the verb. Thus, the system can provide an accurate and meaningful translation for 

negative sentences. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Negation handling 

 

 

2.2.3. Word-to-word mapping 

It is the most crucial step of the conversion procedure [15]. Every token is mapped to its standard 

Bangla equivalent using the glossary. It is a basic one-to-one mapping based on the input word. Let us take the 

previously mentioned sample sentence 'দুন্নাইত তার ককঅয় ন আবিল' as an example. After tokenization and handling 

the negative part of the sentence, the system searches for each token. The first token 'দুন্নাইত' is looked up in the 

lexicon. We have used a binary search method to traverse the complete lexicon before. To search faster, we 

divided the complete dataset into individual characters, as mentioned earlier. The system takes the tokens' first 

letter as a key to access the dataset. In this case, the first letter 'দ' determines the sub-dataset to look into having 

its character decimal code '2470' as the index. Each sub-dataset has been sorted alphabetically in ascending 

order. Then the system searches for the exact word in this isolated sub-dataset using binary search. Since this 

token does not exist in the glossary, the system can not generate the standard Bangla term. The system then 

feeds the token into the morphological transformation module to translate using Suffix Transformation rules. 

The process is further has been elaborated in the following section. Similarly, the system searches the remaining 

tokens in the corresponding sub-datasets and maps them into the standard Bangla entry if found. For example, 

the token 'আবিল' is looked up into the sub-dataset with the index '2438' (Character Decimal Code of 'আ' and 

produces the standard Bangla word 'বিল' as it exists in the glossary. Table 2 provides some samples of the word-

to-word mapping. 
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Table 2. Word-to-word mapping examples 
Chittagonian word Standard Bangla word 

আবিল বিল 

কিডা পুরুষ 

কলিা আঠা 

 

 

2.2.4. Morphological transformation using suffix transformation rules 

If word-to-word mapping produces an invalid translation as a null string, the system employs a rule-

based approach to process the input word. The method divides the input word into stem and suffix using a list 

of Chittagonian suffixes and then uses word-to-word mapping to translate the stem word to the standard Bangla 

stem. The suffixes are processed further with the help of transformation rules, and equivalent standard Bangla 

suffixes are generated. From the sample sentence 'দুন্নাইত তার ককঅয় ন আবিল', we have seen that the word 'দুন্নাইত' 

has not been found in the dataset with the suffix 'ত' in it. The system splits the word 'দুন্নাইত' into 'দুন্নাই+ত'. Word-

to-word mapping is applied on the stem 'দুন্নাই' which provides the equivalent standard Bangla stem 'দুবনয়া'. 

Afterwards, the suffix 'ত' is converted into the standard Bangla suffix 'কত' using derived transformation rules. 

Finally, the standard Bangla stem and suffix are concatenated to generate the translated word 'দুবনয়াশত'. If the 

system does not produce a translation, the original input word is kept as the output word. This small step can 

improve the overall accuracy of the system. Some words have the same spelling and pronunciation in both 

dialects. For example, the word 'নাম' means the same in Chittagonian and standard Bangla. From an extensive 

study on both dialects, we have discovered that the suffix transformation rules differ from time to time based 

on the concluding character of the standard Bangla root word. Different suffixes are formed depending on 

whether the concluding character is a vowel (স্বরিণ ণ) or a consonant (িযঞ্জনিণ ণ). For instance, the root words 'আগুন' 

and 'দরজা' in Table 3 transformed the same Chittagonian suffix 'ত' in a distinct way. For different POS on the 

same suffix, the rules are different. For example, 'কদেত' => 'কদশে'(বিশেষয) and 'টাইলত' => 'কাটাত'(ক্রিয়া) with the 

same suffix 'ত'. We have used our own Chittagonian POS tagger to determine the POS of each word and apply 

rules accordingly. Some example rules are shown in Table 3. 
 
 

Table 3. Suffix rules examples 
Chittagonian word Bangla stem Bangla last character Bangla word formation 

হানের =হানে + র িাবত Vowel িাবতর=িাবত + র 

আদরগান =আদর + গান} মুখ Consonant মুখটট=মুখ + টট 

কদায়ারত=কদায়ার + ত দরজা Vowel দরজায়=দরজা + য় 

কহৌশর=কহৌর + ক  শ্বশুর Consonant শ্বশুশর=শ্বশুর + ক  

 

 

2.2.5. Generate standard bangla output 

This is the final stage of the translation process. In this stage, the translated standard Bangla tokens 

are merged to generate the corresponding sentences and paragraphs. The output words are received from three 

sources: word-to-word mapping, morphological transformation, and the original input word kept as it is. The 

translated tokens are added together to form the output sentences and the output paragraph by joining the output 

sentences. Since the dialects do not differ in punctuations, they are kept the same. Figure 2 provides a simple 

graphical representation of our desired output. 

 

2.2.6. Standard bangla to Chittagonian 

After reanalyzing our proposed system, we have realized it would be considerably easier to translate 

from standard Bangla to Chittagonian. The method remains the same with a few modifications. Firstly, the 

deconstruction of the input remains unchanged. The system generates tokens from the input. If the input is 

negative, the system resolves it using the negation handling rule. Secondly, the mapping of the tokens is also 

similar. The system uses the same glossary for this purpose. The difference is that this time we have split the 

dataset according to the first character of the standard Bangla entries. The system searches the input token in 

the standard Bangla column and extracts the equivalent Chittagonian entry. 

If the system does not find a suitable Chittagonian replacement for the standard Bangla token in the 

glossary, it moves on to the morphological transformation module. In the case of standard Bangla to 

Chittagonian, the system determines whether the concluding character of the Chittagonian stem is a constant 

(িযঞ্জনিণ ণ) or a vowel (স্বরিিণ ণ) and assigns an appropriate suffix to the stem. For example, if the input sentence 

contains a word such as 'দুবনয়াশত' the system maps it with word-to-word mapping first. If not found, it follows 

the rule and splits the word into 'দুবনয়া + কত'. Then the system looks for the corresponding Chittagonian word 

for the stem 'দবুনয়া' in the dataset, which is 'দুন্নাই'. After locating it, the system determines the Chittagonian 

words' concluding letter and assigns the appropriate suffix accordingly. For the Chittagonian word 'দুন্নাই', the 
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appropriate suffix would be 'ত'. Thus it produces the desired translated token 'দুন্নাইত'. Finally, the translated 

tokens are assembled to generate the Chittagonian output. In case both the mapping and the transformation 

methods produce an invalid translation, the system keeps the initial term as the output. Table 4 shows some 

example outputs of the bidirectional translation module. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Standard Bangla output 
 
 

Table 4. Input/output sample 
Chittagonian input Standard bangla output/input Chittagonian output 

আশতে্ত গঅম ন লাশগর। আমার ভাল লাগশি না। আআর গঅম ন লাশগর। 

অশনরা ককন আশিা? আপনারা ককমন আশিন? অশনরা বকমান আশিা? 

কতায়ার নাম বক? কতামার নাম বক? কতায়ার নাম বক? 

 

 

2.3.  Word suggestion methodologies 

From our study, we have found that the Chittagonian dialect might have several spellings for one 

word. This creates an ambiguity of choice because of varying accents and preferences from person to person. 

For example, the word 'অশনরা(Anera)' from one user may be spelt differently as 'অনারা(Anara)' or 'হশনরা(hanera)' 

by another. Both of them have a plausible correct meaning 'আপনারা(Apnara)' in standard Bangla. This might 

prove to be disastrous for the system since it could struggle to produce a proper translation. To address this 

problem, we have implemented the word suggestion module. This module validates the input words and returns 

a list of words as a suggestion for each input word. The following methods mentioned in subsubsection 3.3.1 

to 3.3.4 are used for a better word suggestion. Table 5 shows some sample outputs of the word suggestion 

module. 

 

2.3.1.  Double metaphone encoding 

The double metaphone encoding table [16], [17] has been implemented as the encoder. Based on the 

probable phonetics of the expression, each Bangla letter has been encoded with one or more English letters. In 

the proposed encoder, consonants (ক,খ...) get primarily encoded value and vowels (অ,আ...) get secondary 

encoded value to represent the Bangla characters since double metaphone algorithm generates different 

encodings for the same Bangla words and giving high priority to the Bangla consonants will avoid diverse 

accent and pronunciation constraints amongst different dialect speakers. The vowels determine the 

pronunciation, which varies from person to person resulting in various spellings [17], [18]. This proves 

problematic for the system to provide an accurate suggestion. Table 6 provides examples for the encoded words. 
 

 

Table 5. Suggestion sample 
Input word Suggestions 

মুবন মবন 

মবনষ 

মুনে্্বে 
 

Table 6. Double metaphone encoding samples 
Chittagonian word Double metaphone encoding 

হতে্্তুন httun 

মুবন muni 

খযালা keala 
 

 

 

2.3.2. Jaro-Winkler similarity 

We have studied various string matching algorithms such as LCS [19], [20], Rabin-Karp [21], [22], 

Jaro-Winkler similarity. to implement for our system. Among these, the Jaro-Winkler similarity proved to be 
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the most efficient method. The Jaro-Winkler similarity is used to measure the similarity between two strings 

[4]. This is an improvement of the Jaro similarity algorithm. The mathematical definition of the algorithm is 

as: 

 

Sw =  Sj +  P ∗  L ∗  (1 −  Sj) (1) 

 

Where Sj is Jaro similarity, Sw is Jaro-Winkler similarity, L is the length of the matching prefix before we 

have found inequality between the two strings up to a maximum of 4 characters, and P is a scaling factor that 

has a default value of 0.1. Jaro-Winkler similarity algorithm has proven to be a rather efficient solution for 

producing the suggestions than others. The accuracy of the suggested words has also increased. The prefix 

scaling factor has proven to be a significant influence on this. The prefix scaling factor `P' provides a more 

precise suggestion when the strings share a standard prefix up to a maximum length of `L'. 

 

2.3.3. Generate similarity matrix 

The system uses the aforementioned double metaphone encoding, Jaro-Winkler similarity, and a 

collection of sub-dataset to generate a similarity matrix. This matrix is passed on to the next phase for desired 

outputs. The system reads the input Chittagonian word and encodes it using double metaphone encoding. Again 

like the mapping method in the translation section, it accesses the sub-datasets. Nevertheless, unlike the 

translation module, it accesses a collection of sub-datasets to find similar terms rather than just the sub-dataset 

of the starting character. This collection includes all of the input word's characters as well as their phonetically 

identical characters. Let's take the Chittagonian word 'হতে্্তুন(hattun)' as an example. After studying the 

language, we have found the characters 'অ(a)' and 'ও(o)' are very similar to the starting character of the input 

word 'হ(ha)'. These characters along with the remaining characters 'ত(ta)', 'ন(na)' and their phonetically similar 

characters make up the collection of sub-datasets to be searched. Now that the system has decided on the 

starting letters of probable similar words of 'হতে্্তুন', every Chittagonian word of this collection is encoded. The 

system runs a comparison between these encoded words and the input. This comparison provides a similarity 

score Sw, ranging from 0 to 1. Here 0 means no similarity between the words, and 1 means they are identical. 

These scores and their corresponding words populate the similarity matrix. It is sorted in descending order 

based on the similarity score. Finally, the similarity matrix is passed on to the K-NN phase. 

 

2.3.4. K-nearest neighbors 

The system uses K-NN to identify the terms that have the highest correlation with the input. The 

generated Sw scores for similar words are stored in descending order. Hence, putting the most similar words 

on top of the list. The system then suggests the top 'K' number of words (in this case, the value of K is 3). K-

NN is applied between Jaro Winkler similarity score against all entries. As a result, for an incorrect word ‘মুবন’, 

we get K=3 suggestions i.e. ‘মবুনষ(munis)’, ‘মুনে্্বে(munsi)’, and ‘মুনে্(mun)’.  

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

This section discusses the accuracy and performance evaluation process and results of the 

bidirectional translator and word suggestion. The evaluation process and results are elaborated in segments. 

 

3.1.  Bidirectional translator 

The translation module is the key feature of the proposed system. Hence, the overall quality of the 

system relies on the accuracy and performance of this module. A small collection of sample input and output 

sentences is provided below in Table 4 for reference. The same sentences are used for both of the translation 

systems for comparison. 

The accuracy of the module has been measured using bilingual evaluation understudy (BLEU) [23] 

score. It is a technique to compare machine-translated sentences to a collection of reference sentences. We 

have used sentence-level BLEU score evaluation for this system. The sentence-level BLEU score takes a 

machine-translated sentence in the target language and compares it against one or more equivalent sentences 

in that target language. For example, the system generated candidate standard Bangla sentence 'ইহারা কখলা 

কখলশি' is compared with the following reference sentences. 

In Table 7, the sentences are equivalent to each other in words and meanings. The BLEU score of this 

particular example is measured at 0.67 using a 1 gram probability weight [24]. 1 gram BLEU score is 1 when 

at least one reference sentence equals the candidate sentence in tokens (Table 4 where output sentences are 

already meaningful candidates.) and 0 when no candidate sentence token is found in the reference sentence 

tokens. For our primary goal of Chittagonian to standard Bangla translation process, we measured the BLEU 

score with a list of 2,230 machine-translated standard Bangla sentences. The score has been an average of 
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0.958625(six-digit precision). That means the Chittagonian to standard Bangla translation system has an 

estimated 95.86% average accuracy rate. We have investigated the reasons for the candidate sentences with 

lower BLEU scores. The key reason we have found is the one-to-many relationship between the Chittagonian 

and standard Bangla words for some of the entries in the dataset. Some Chittagoian words have multiple entries 

with different standard Bangla meanings or different words with the same meanings in the dataset. For example, 

the Chittagoian word 'কেনা' has multiple standard Bangla mappings such as 'কোক' and 'আঘাত'. Some other 

reasons found were the lack of sufficient suffix transformation rules and the difference between `Sadhu (োধু)' 

and `Chalit (চবলত)' accents. 
 

 

Table 7. Sample reference sentences 
Candidate References 

ইহারা কখলা কখলশি তারা কখলা কখলশি 

তাহারা কখলা কখলশি 

তারা কখলশি 

তাহারা কখলশি 

তাহারা একটট কখলা কখলশি 

 
 

The standard Bangla to Chittagonian translation system has been evaluated in the same process. The 

same collection of sentences in machine-translated Chittagonian form has been used to measure the BLEU 

score. This time, the BLEU score has been 0.938939 (six-digit precision) on average, which is estimated to 

have an average of 93.89% accuracy rate for the standard Bangla to the Chittagonian translation system. We 

have also extensively tested the machine-translated standard Bangla sentences using a third-party standard 

Bangla to English translator tool to determine the quality of the output. We have used the Google Translate 

API [25] for this purpose. 

 

3.2.  Word suggestion module 

Table 5 shows some examples of suggestion words for some Chittagonian input words. Finding the 

accuracy evaluation technique of the word suggestion module for the system proved to be troublesome. Several 

factors came into place to justify the purity and precision of the output words, such as character sequence, 

different spelling styles, pronunciation, and parts of speech in some minor cases. We have designed the 

accuracy measurement technique combining these criteria.  

Firstly, we have weighed up the character sequence and spelling similarities between the words in 

comparison. Secondly, the pronunciation of the words has been matched up based on double metaphone 

encoding. Finally, the derived output has been evaluated via user feedback to determine the accuracy of the 

word suggestion module. For the word suggestion module, 28 volunteers participated in the online rigorous 

feedback session. As it was clear after a thorough investigation that no suggested words could be eliminated 

from the race with a concrete set of rules, the user evaluation played a vital role in this. For example, both 'বদশল' 

and 'বদলুত' could be considered correct for the input word 'বদল'. The user evaluation has been conducted keeping 

the aforementioned factors in mind. The comparison showed a highly satisfactory accuracy and precision for 

the given input word. In most cases, the first three suggestions passed the test. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

We have presented a bidirectional conversion system between the Chittagonian dialect and the 

standard Bangla language. The system uses sorted sub-datasets and binary search for better performance in 

translation. Currently, the system translates from Chittagonian to standard Bangla and vice versa. The word 

suggestion system employs sub-datasets to reduce time complexity, Double Metaphone encoding to process 

similar-sounding characters and words, and the Jaro-Winkler similarity algorithm to generate suggested 

Chittagonian words for the input word. Despite having significant efficiency, the system has limitations in 

datasets and suffix transformation rules. A larger dataset and rule-set could be vital for further improvements. 

Additionally, we are continuously working on introducing deep learning techniques to formulate a 

generic dialect translation system that could feed on any dialectal dataset of the Bangla language and still be 

able to convert it into standard Bangla form. On top of that, the authors are working on developing a speech-

to-text and a text-to-speech systems for the bidirectional conversion system. 
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